
Denika Carothers, known as The Relationship
Transformer, is a Life & Relationship Coach, and

Mental and Emotional Wellness specialist. She has
helped women and men all over the world transcend

the pain and trauma of rejection, grief, abandonment,
and loss, as she teaches them to love themselves

intentionally, as they desire to be loved. 
 

She is a Certified Emotion Code Practitioner, Certified
Master Coach, Certified Professional Life Coach,
Certified Spiritual Coach, Certified Relationship

Coach, and Master Intuitive with a degree in Christian
Counseling.

CONTACT DETAILS

Does hand and head stands

FUN FACTS
www.denikacarothers.com

denika@denikacarothers.com

Facebook: @denikacarothers
Instagram: @denikacarothers

Twitter: @denikacarothers
Youtube: Denika Carothers

Mother of 3 adult children

Did skydiving on her 51st birthday

Born in the Bahamas

Travelled to 15 exotic countries

MENTAL & EMOTIONAL WELLNESS
SPECIALIST

LIFE & RELATIONSHIP COACH
AUTHOR & SPEAKER

 life coach



author
Who In The Hell Do You THINK You Are will

show you how you are 100% in control of

creating your reality but more importantly, it

will show you how to shift your mindset and

become aware of the things you focus on so

you are able to design your life by intention,

rather than living your life by default.    

talk show host

Current host of Real Relationship Talk on

Facebook Watch

Past host of Let's R.A.P.P. (Rise Above Personal

Perception)

speaker
Denika Carothers is one of the most dynamic

speakers, life coaches and thought leaders in the

world. A powerful intuitive and strong

communicator, with an innate and exceptional

ability to connect with people in the space of

heart and soul, she is genuine, powerful, authentic

and REAL. Whether speaking to a large crowd or a

small group of professionals she will inspire you to

go to the deepest place of you to tap into the

potential, greatness, truth and purpose of your

life.

 

Past co-host of Real Life Real Faith with

Cheryl Lacey Donovan

"This isn't your usual self-help book, this
book literally answers the question of, 'how

in the hell do I fix this mess?'" Tanya W.

Souil Therapy Saturdays on YouTube

with Denika Carothers



"When I embarked on this journey with Denika, there were

situations in my life where I believed that a breakthrough was

not even possible. Because of her coaching, I experienced a

huge breakthrough that I was not expecting. I began this

journey looking for individual coaching but Denika helped me

understand the degree to which my external relationships are a

reflection of the relationship I have with myself, and that I can

actually create what I want to experience in all areas of my life

and in all of my relationships Each session with Denika feels

magical"

"I will come in and get you, but you have to be willing

to allow me to lead you out." Denika Carothers

My clients become whole on the other side of rejection,

abandonment, grief, loss, and abuse. We have all been affected by

S.H.I.T. (Shame Hurt Insecurities and Triggers) on some level and

most of us in our childhood. I help you uncover the emotional

wounds and mental blocks that affect your relationships and life so

you can move past your limitations, and obstacles and show up

intentionally in power, purpose, and worth.

"I’ve been divorced for 1.5 years following a 38-year marriage.

Her ability to pull out rooted issues was extremely helpful. She

helped me with perspective and reorganizing my thoughts and

words to line up with my spiritual beliefs to enable me to move

forward. Her discernment and wisdom is much appreciated."
Jenean Gimler

Janay Henry

"She listened to me very carefully and made me so

comfortable. Denika is also extremely responsive and reliable. I

can't say enough amazing things about working with her. From

the first five minutes, I knew she was the perfect coach for me.

She exudes warmth and empathy, and was able to quickly

identify exactly what I needed.!"
Latoya Stryker

LIVE WITH PURPOSE COACHING LLC

WWW.DENIKACAROTHERS.COM
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